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Abstract 

There are a lot of serious data quality problems in real world datasets: incomplete, redundant, inconsistent and noisy. Missing 

data is a common issue in datamining and knowledge discovery. It is well accepted that many real-life datasets are full of 

missing data. However, data mining algorithms always handle missing data in very simple way. Missing data handling has 

become an acute issue. Inappropriate treatment will reduce the performance of data mining algorithms. For classification 

algorithm, its classification accuracy depends vitally on the quality of the training data. The presence of a high proportion of 

missing data in the training dataset is likely to render the resulting model less than reliable. Dealing with missing data has 

become an important issue in data mining researches and applications. This paper discusses the various imputations and sets light 

on new method Naive Bayesian Imputation based on Naive Bayesian classifier to estimate and replace missing data.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the real world databases are characterized by an unavoidable problem of incompleteness, in terms of missing or 

erroneous values. A variety of different reasons result in introduction of incompleteness in the data. Examples include manual 

data entry procedures, incorrect measurements, equipment errors, and many others. Existence of errors, and inparticular missing 

values, makes it often difficult to generate useful knowledge from data, since many of data analysisalgorithms can work only 

with complete data. Therefore different strategies to work with data that contains missingvalues, and to impute, or another words 

fill in, missing values in the data are developed.  

II. PATTERNS OF MISSING DATA 

There are three types of missing data patterns. If the missingness does not depend on the observed data, then it is regarded as 

Missing Completely at Random (MCAR). This includes the situation where a value is missing with an iid (independent and 

identical distribution) probability value that is independent of the actual value of this feature, or of any other feature. Simple 

imputation techniques, such as mean imputation and linear regression imputation, are often used to deal with such MCAR 

missing data.  

Missing data that depends on the observed data, but not on the unobserved data is considered Missing at Random (MAR). Full 

maximum likelihood and Bayesian imputation techniques can be used to deal with missing data that are MAR as well as MCAR. 

Both MCAR and MAR missing data patterns are considered ignorable patterns, as valid inferences and estimations can be made 

even if the missing data pattern is not explicitly considered in the analysis.  

If the “missingness” is not MAR, then we say the data are Not Missing at Random (NMAR, or non-ignorable). Here, patterns 

of the unobserved variables can determine their own missingness. Incorrectly assuming ignorability can result in biased 

estimates. When the missing data are non-ignorable, a model of missing value mechanism must be incorporated into the 

estimation process to produce meaningful estimates. This is generally specific to the problem itself and is difficult in practice, 

especially as the missing data mechanism is rarely known with certainty.  

III. METHODS CLASSIFICATION 

In general, treatment methods for missing datacan be divided into three common approaches: ignore or discard the instances 

which contain missing data, parameter estimation, and imputation techniques.We can predict the missing data if we don‟t wantto 

lose any information hiding in the data. This predicting process is called imputation. Imputation techniques use present 

information of the dataset to estimate and replace missing data correspondingly. It aims to recognize the relationships among the 

values in dataset and to estimate missing data based on these relationships. Imputation techniques are flexible methods for 

missing data handling. It is independent on data mining algorithms. According to the different information used in imputation, 

put imputation techniques into three categories: global imputation based on missing attribute, globalimputation based on non-

missing attributes, and local imputation. 
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IV. VARIOUS IMPUTATION TECHNIQUES 

 Mean imputation A.

In this method, mean of values of an attribute that contains missing data is used to fill in the missing values. In case of a 

categorical attribute, the mode, which is the most frequent value, is used instead of mean. The algorithm imputes missing values 

for each attribute separately. 

 Hot-Deck imputation B.

In this method, for each example that contains missing values, the most similar example is found, and the missing values are 

imputed from that example. If the most similar example also contains missing information for the same attributes asthe missing 

information in the original example, then it is discarded and another closest example is found. The procedureis repeated until all 

missing values are successfully imputed or entire database is searched. 

 Maximization Likelihood Methods  C.

This method use all data observed in a database to construct the best possible first and second order moment estimates. It does 

not impute any data, but rather a vector of means and a covariance matrix among the variables in a database. This method is a  

development of expectation maximization (EM) approach. One advantage is that it has well-known statistical foundation. 

Disadvantages include the assumption of original data distribution and the assumption of incomplete missing at random.  

 All Possible Values Imputation (APV) D.

This method consists of replacing the missing data for a given attribute by all possible values of that attribute. In this method, an 

instance with a missing data will be replaced by a set of new instances. If there are more than one attribute with missing data, the 

substitution for one attribute will be done first, then the nest attribute be done, etc., until all attributes with missing data are 

replaced. This method also has a variation. All possible values of the attribute in the class are used to replace the missing data of 

the given attribute. That is restricting the method to the class. 

 Regression Methods  E.

This method assumes that the value of one variable changes in some linear way with other variables. The missing data are 

replaced by a linear regression function instead of replacing all missing data with a statistics. This method depends on the 

assumption of linear relationship between attributes. But in the most case, the relationship is not linear. Predict the missing data 

in a linear way will bias the model.  

 K-Nearest Neighbor Imputation F.

This method uses k-nearest neighbor algorithms to estimate and replace missing data. The main advantages of this method are 

that: a) it can estimate both qualitative attributes and quantitative attributes; b) It is not necessary to build a predictive model for 

each attribute with missing data, even does not build visible models. Efficiency is the biggest trouble for this method. While the 

k-nearest neighbor algorithms look for the most similar instances, the whole dataset should be searched. However, the dataset is 

usually very huge for searching. On the other hand, how to select the value “k” and the measure of similar will impact the result 

greatly.  

 Multiple Imputation G.

The basic idea of MI is that: a) a model which incorporates random variation is used to impute missing data; b) do this M times, 

producing M complete datasets; c) run the analysis on each complete dataset and average the results of M cases to produce a 

single one. For MI, the data must be missing at random. In general, multiple methods outperform deterministic imputation 

methods. They can introduce random error in the imputation process and get approximately unbiased estimates of all parameters. 

But the cost of calculating is too high for this method to implement in practice.  

 

 Naive Bayesian Imputation (NBI) H.

Naïve Bayesian Classifier (NBC) uses probability to represent each class and tends to find the most possible class for each 

sample. Though the assumption of independency cannot be satisfied thoroughly, NBC always perform well in practice. It is a 

popular classifier, not only for its good performance, simple form and high calculation speed, but also for its insensitivity to 

missing data. It can build models on dataset with any amount of missing data. Actually, Naïve Bayesian Classifier makes full use 

of all the data in the present dataset. So, this paper proposes a new method based on Naïve Bayesian Classifier to handle missing 

data. It is named Naïve Bayesian Imputation model (NBI). The methods are developed and accomplished as the NBI models. 

Imputation technique is one of the widely used missing data treatment methods. The basic idea of NBI is first to define the 

attribute to be imputed, called „imputation attribute‟ and then, to construct NBC using the imputation attribute as the class 

attribute. Other attributes in the dataset are used as the training subset. Hence the imputation problem is becoming a 
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classification problem. Finally, the NBC is used to estimate and replace the missing data in imputation attribute. Usually, there 

are more than one attribute containing missing data in the dataset. In this case, (1)attributes to be imputed should be identified 

first; (2)and for the imputation attributes, imputation sequence also needs to be considered. For problem (1), it is usually decided 

by the task of the data mining. If the next analysis process of data mining task don‟t require complete dataset, or if the models 

have internal missing data treatment methods such as C4.5, we can impute only part of the attributes which contains missing 

data. Otherwise, all the missing data should be imputed. For problem (2), NBI models have three strategies: (1) Order Irrelevant 

Strategy (NBI-OI). Once the imputation attributes are defined, the dataset accomplished by the imputation is irrelevant to the 

imputation order. Attributes imputed later don‟t use the values of the attribute which has been imputed. The complete datasets 

are all the same for different imputation order. 

 Algorithms for NBI model with order irrelevant strategy: I.

 Input: 1)

D {d1, d2, d3, …,dN} // Dataset with missing data, 

dn means the No. n sample 

A {A1, A2, A3, …, AK} // Attribute set of Dataset D 

B {B1, B2, B3, …, BM} ⊆ A // Imputation attribute set of 

Data D 

 Output: 2)

D' { d'1, d'2, d'3, …, d'N} // Dataset which has been imputed 

 Sign: 3)

dn [Bm] // The value of Attribute Bm in Sample dn 

NBC (dn [Bm]) // The imputed value of Attribute Bm in 

Sample dn 

 Methods: 4)

1) D' := D 

2) for m=1 to M 

3) buildNBCm, using D as training set, Bm as class attribute, B-Bmas attribute set for training 

4) for n=1 to N 

5) ifdn [Bm]=null then d'n [Bm]:= NBCm (dn [Bm]); 

Order Relevant Strategy (NBI-OR). The dataset accomplished by the imputation is relevant to the imputation order. Attributes 

imputed later do usethe values of the attribute which has been imputed. The complete datasets are different for different 

imputation order. 

 Algorithms for NBI model with order relevant strategy: J.

 Input: 1)

D {d1, d2, d3, …,dN} // Dataset with missing data, dn means the No.n sample 

A {A1, A2, A3, …, AK} // Attribute set of Dataset D 

B {B1, B2, B3, …, BM} ⊆ A // Imputation attribute set of 

Data D, the subscript is assigned according to certain imputation order 

 Output: 2)

D' { d'1, d'2, d'3, …, d'N} // Dataset which has been imputed 

 Sign: 3)

dn [Bm] // The value of Attribute Bm in Sample dn 

NBC (dn [Bm]) // The imputed value of Attribute Bm in 

Sample dn 

 Methods: 4)

1) D' := D 

2) for m=1 to M 

3) buildNBCm, using D' as training set, Bm as class attribute, B-Bmas attribute set for training 

4) for n=1 to N 

5) ifd'n [Bm]=null then d'n [Bm]:= NBCm (d'n [Bm]); 

Hybrid Strategy (NBI-Hm). This strategy combines the order relevant strategy and the order irrelevant strategy. The first M1 

imputation attributesuse order relevant strategy and the rest use order irrelevant strategy. 

 Algorithms for NBI model with hybrid strategy: K.

 Input: 1)

D {d1, d2, d3, …,dN} // Dataset with missing data, dn means the No.n sample 

A {A1, A2, A3, …, AK} // Attribute set of Dataset D 

B {B1, B2, B3, …, BM1, BM1+1, …, BM } ⊆ A 
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 Output: 2)

D' { d'1, d'2, d'3, …, d'N} // Dataset which has been imputed 

 Sign: 3)

dn [Bm] // The value of Attribute Bm in Sample dn 

NBC (dn [Bm]) // The imputed value of Attribute Bm in 

Sample dn 

 Methods: 4)

1) D'':= D 

2) for m=1 to M1 

3) build NBCm, using D'' as training set, Bm as class attribute, B-Bmas attribute set for training 

4) for n=1 to N 

5) ifd''n [Bm]=null then d''n [Bm]:= NBCm (d''n [Bm]) 

6) D' := D'' 

7) for m= M1+1 to M 

8) buildNBCm, using D'' as training set, Bm as class attribute, B-Bmas attribute set for training 

9) for n=1 to N 

10) ifd''n [Bm]=null then d'n [Bm]:= NBCm (d''n [Bm]); 

V. IMPUTATION ATTRIBUTES AND IMPUTATION ORDER 

According to the above discussion, NBI consists of two steps: Step 1, define the imputation attributesand the imputation order. 

Step 2, use NBI model toimpute missing data. For the order relevant strategy, according to the defined imputation attributes and 

imputation order, NBI imputes the missing data in thefirst imputation attribute of the order and then imputes the next on the 

modified new dataset.There are more than one attribute containing missing data in real-world datasets. For data mining task, 

such as classification, only part of the attributes catch our attention. Furthermore, multi-dimensionality also makes the miner 

focus on part of all the attributes in the dataset only. So, we can only handle part of the missing data if the task doesn‟t require 

complete dataset. Attributes containing missing data, being important for the data mining task and need to be imputed is called 

„main imputation attribute‟ in this paper. The importance of the main imputation attribute for data mining task can be reflected 

by the attribute‟s„important factor. 

Initially, we arrange all the attributes‟ important factors in descending order. For order relevant strategy,this order is also the 

imputation order. Then, miner canselect the main imputation attributes according to their tasks. For example, miner can select the 

anterior attributes in the range according to a certain percentage. The miner can also choose a threshold nmin~nmax and select 

the first nmin~nmax attributes as the main imputation attributes. For the defining of the main imputation attribute, two aspects 

should be taken in account: the missing proportion of the attribute and the importance of the attribute for data mining task. The 

weighted index of the above two is used to value the important degree of attributes in this paper. For classification, attribute‟s 

important factor can be weighed by information gain or decision tree structure. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The problem of missing data has received considerable attention always. More and more missing data treatment methods are 

found. Mainly imputation methods for dealing with missing data are discussed in this paper. Initially, missing data mechanism 

and imputation methods are presented. Popular methods for dealing with missing data are discussed. There exist many methods 

for dealing missing data, but no one is absolutely better than the others. Different situations require different solutions. But in 

this paper we just discussed the Naive Bayesian Imputation. 
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